December 2011

President Bernie Solymar’s
October Meeting Announcement

2012 Event
Date Changes

The Norfolk Field Naturalists (NFN),
with the enthusiastic support of Long
Point Basin Land Trust (LPBLT), are excited and
delighted to announce that the naming of LPBLT's
new Turkey Point nature reserve property will
recognize George and Shirley Pond to thank them
for their many years of conservation support.

The dates for the
NFN Bio Blitz
And
Elgin County Trip
have been interchanged.
Please note these changes
in your brochure:

Elgin County Trip
May 26
NFN Bio Blitz
June 2
NFN “Thank-You”s
Jane Thomson donates her time and talents in
preparing the brochure layouts each year.
Kent Rapley at KWIC hosts the NFN website at
no cost to NFN.
Their support is much appreciated by all NFN’ers
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Photo Credit: David Pond
George and Shirley Pond at the Zip line which
is near the location of the new Turkey Point
nature reserve property.

This will not only acknowledge George’s participation
as a past president, director and speaker with the
NFN, but, in particular, will recognize George and
Shirley's fundraising through the annual Baillie
Birdathons, which has raised tens of thousands of
dollars over the years, providing support for countless
conservation projects, including the securement of
nature reserves.
At Turkey Point, the scenic Carolinian property, a vital
piece of the local conservation equation, will protect
1.2km of cold water stream habitat and re-connect
and restore major woodland habitats, linking inland
forests with coastal wetlands.
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Outing to Hawk Cliff, September 17th
Shirley Rothery (Article and photo)
20 NFN members and friends convoyed or made their
way independently to Hawk Cliff on overcast Saturday
Sept. 17th. Few hawks had been seen by our arrival
at 10:30 am. but by day's end a respectable 15,137
birds had been counted. The previous sunny day had
attracted 50,537, mostly Broad-winged Hawks.
Despite the low count numbers, the banders had 5
different birds to show us at the 11:00 am
demonstration time.
Bander Russ Chantler, brought with him a collection
of cans that looked ready for the blue box: pop cans,
Pringles cans, a Black Velvet sleeve, and what
proved to be carrying the highlight of the day two
large coffee cans that had been duct taped together.
The banders do their work a short distance away and
then contain birds of interest in the various
appropriately sized cans.

The gloves came off for the rest of the demonstration
as the rest of the birds kill their prey with their talons.
So the first step is to very securely grasp the feet, as
Russ did when releasing a Sharp-shinned Hawk. This
member of the Accipiter family is aggressive, agile
and reckless, capable of rapid acceleration when in
pursuit of prey. Russ showed us the locked-on
concentration of the bird as it focused on something.
He moved the body of the bird sharply to the right and
left but the Sharpie's head remained level and riveted
on the item of interest. We were shown both a male
and a female and although the colouring was similar
the female was larger and heavier than the male.
The Northern Harrier that occurs throughout Canada
was the next bird out of its protective Black Velvet
sleeve. This slender medium sized raptor has long
legs, wings and tail. They occur mainly in open areas
and marshes where their low flight with wings held in
a strong dihedral while hunting is distinctive. The
bird's identifying features are its owl-like facial disk
and its white rump patch visible when in flight.
The highlight and final bird of the day was netted
while the demonstration was in progress and was
hurried over in its double coffee can container. The
Red-tailed Hawk is a member of the Buteo family, a
group characterized by robust bodies, long broad
wings and a short to medium tail. It was the largest
bird of the day and it had an impressive glare and a
fine rufous tail.
After each hawk had been shown it was released by a
young person in the audience. Russ would position
the bird on its back in the young persons cupped
hands where it would stay until it was flung upward.
The birds stay because as long as their wings are
being touched they think they are trapped.

The banders must have a license to trap and band
raptors and they must have an additional license to
hold the birds long enough to show them to
interested people. They are only granted these
licenses on the 2nd and 3rd weekends in Sept. each
year.
Russ donned leather gloves before taking a falcon, in
this case an American Kestrel, from its protective
pop cans (two taped together end to end); he
explained that falcons use their beaks to snap the
necks of their prey and that they can deliver a blooddrawing bite to handlers. Russ had both a male and
a female Kestrel to show us. The male is smaller but
has much more striking blue and rust plumage. Both
birds have dark spots on the back of their heads that
look like eyes, meant to confuse prey as to which way
they are facing.
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After the demonstration we set up our chairs close to
one of the naturalists who was counting birds and
calling out their location and type as he saw them - a
much needed assist to novice hawk watchers. The
birds were flying quite high up but the cloud cover
actually helped us to see them.
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More Hawk Cliff
Pictures and Observations
Shelia Smith

Master bander Russ Chantler showed this
young male kestrel before releasing it. Kestrels
are small falcons, noted for biting, so Russ
donned gloves while holding the slim-winged
predator. Banding returns have shown that
some kestrels winter as far south as Florida and
northern Mexico.

This young harrier
showed off its new
"bling" consisting of
a lock-on band with
an individual number
and an address. The
bands are sized to fit
the legs so that they
do not interfere with
normal behaviour.
Banding returns help
give a picture of
where these birds go
and how long they
live.
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A crowd of over 100 people was on hand to
see a banding demonstration at Hawk Cliff.
Fascinated spectators got a close-up look at
this harrier held by Russ. Several NFN
members were present including Shirley
Rothery, George and Shirley Pond, Lynn
Bradstreet and me but we lost track of each
other in the crowd.

Russ held this young (hatch year) red-tail
carefully by its legs. The word "hawk" comes
from an ancient word meaning hand and
red-tails, like many raptors, have powerful feet
(hands) and talons. Young red tails from our
area usually have darker tails and body plumage
than this bird which Russ believed had wandered
east from the prairies where pale individuals are
more common.
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Mushroom Identification Hike
Inga Hinnerichsen (Article & photos)
On October 8, a sunny and warm afternoon, a group
of us set out into the Backus Woods, led by Fergus
Nichol, to look for and identify any mushrooms we
could find. Although the weather had been unusually
warm and dry for the time of the year, the shady
forest retained enough moisture for mushrooms to
appear.
Fergus, who is mostly interested in the role of fungi in
the ecosystem and their relation to trees, explained
the 3 major categories: there are some fungi that aid
in killing trees; others help breaking down already
dead trees, making them fall down and decompose
turning into important nutrients for new growth; the
third kind exists in a symbiotic relationship with
specific trees - "If you scratch my back, I'll scratch
yours" type of a relationship - both the tree and the
fungus benefit from each other and thrive.
There is an ongoing dispute among biologists about
what is the largest living organism. Some say it's the
California Sequoia or a stand of aspen, all clones
from the same root system, others insist it's a
mushroom! What we commonly call a Mushroom is in
fact only its fruiting body, which pops up when
conditions are just right for that species. The main
body of a mushroom is under ground or inside a tree
trunk, etc. This mycelium is a network - sometimes
as fine as a spider's web, sometimes more like roots that can extend for hectares!

recognized by their brown, slimy caps and yellow
sponge-like spore tubes under the cap. A few steps
further we spotted an Amanita, a.k.a. Death Caps.
Most Amanitas, with very few exceptions, are
poisonous, some deadly. They are a genus of very
elegant mushrooms, including the Fly Agaricus
(Amanita muscaria) and the
Destroying Angel
(Amanita virosa).

Further into the woods we spotted many other
species: White Corals,

Honey Mushrooms at bases of trees - some of them
already badly decomposed, Polypores on dead tree
trunks, including the Tinder Polypore (which looks like
a horse's hoof), Red Belt and

Turkey Tail.
We had only walked a short distance along the
access road from the parking lot when Fergus pointed
out a long cluster of Cloudy Funnel Caps (Clitocybe
nebularis) under a dense growth of pines. They also
grow in "fairy ring" formations. We came across
several of these mushrooms during our hike. In the
dim light under some conifers Fergus showed us a
rather peculiar fungus: A Dog Stinkhorn of the family
Phallaceae - need I say more! The beautiful pale
violet Blewits (Clitocybe nuda), sought-after tasty
edible mushrooms, were abundant in many locations.
With age they turn a light tan. At that point it is
advisable to make a spore print of it for positive
identification.
Nearby, at the side of the road, were a group of
Slippery Jacks, a type of Suillus. They are easily
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These fungi turn hard as wood and last a long time,
unlike their soft cousins on the forest floor. A
decomposing tree limb was host to 4 - 5 different
species in less than 1m! Clusters of Sharp Scaly
Pholiotas were clinging to a Yellow Birch trunk. Small
interesting fungi included Yellow Slime, Earth Stars,
Black Jelly Cups, Black Earth Tongues and a pretty
red Waxy Cap, to mention a few.
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Fergus told us about a small, yellow coral-like fungus.
It is one of the parasitic fungi feeding on grubs and
larva, sometimes invading ants driving them crazy.
The ants climb up as high as possible on a plant and
the fungus will grow out of their heads. Cool!



LBM's (Little Brown Mushrooms) are very difficult
to identify. It often takes a microscopic
examination of the spores to tell them apart. Don't
bother, unless you are an aspiring mycologist.



Wild edible mushrooms can make a delicious
accent to a meal. However, extreme caution is
advised. Collecting wild mushrooms for food
should be first done with an experienced
mushroom hunter, and later restricted only to
species that are 100% identified as safe to eat.

Small white Gem Studded Puff Balls were dotting the
side of the path as we turned back towards the
parking lot. A large white Russula, fully developed,
was emerging through the dirt on the path. A clump
of these can rupture a paved sidewalk!
A couple of Fly Agaricus in their prime capped off
our mushroom hunt. These lovely, but lethal
mushrooms are the classic Alice in Wonderland
Toadstools, typically the cap is bright red with white
dots. The colour
varies, in our area
it's pale orange to
almost yellowishwhite. The spots
are remnants of an
egg-like membrane
that breaks when
the mushroom
grows out of it.

More photos from the mushroom hike
Bernie Solymar

Fergus Nichol holds a
deadly poisonous
Destroying Angel

But mushrooms were not the only interesting sighting
on our hike. We had a close look at a Giant Leopard
Moth caterpillar with its poisonous black spines and
red banding and a beautiful
green Io Moth caterpillar.
Almost back at the parking
lot Audrey Heagy spotted a
tiny Brown Snake in the leaf
litter by the road.

Aptly named
Dog Stinkhorn

Lastly, a couple of helpful hints when identifying
mushrooms:
 Consult more than one guide book. If all points of
the (slightly varying) descriptions in the books fit
the specimen, you can be relatively sure of the
identification.


Amateur Mycologists

Making a spore print is a very good confirmation
of the identification. Cut the stem off a mature
mushroom, place the cap (right side up) on a
piece of white paper. Leave the cap for about 2
hours sheltered from drafts or wind. Lift the cap
and observe the print made by the spores.
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Carol DeFields

Butterflies
Shelia Smith
(Reprint of October 15 “Countryside”)

On October 15th, five of us made it to the Walmart
parking lot to defy the blustery forecast and hike in
the Niagara Glen: members Lynn Kennedy, Al Aubin,
me, our leader Alan Ladd, and guest Howard Riddle.
We took two vehicles to the Niagara Glen Nature
Centre, located on the River Parkway.

Most have left by now but
a few are lingering over
nectar producing flowers.

Outing to the Niagara Glen, Oct. 15

The fact that many
butterflies migrate was a surprise confirmed in my
lifetime. The most conspicuous are the monarchs.
They often form large roosts on their way south,
clouds of butterflies clinging to trees and each other
along the north shore of Lake Erie. Some years, we
had enormous numbers at our cottage; in other years,
not so many. Their presence seemed to be dictated
by weather. Cold, wet and clammy doesn't make for
good flying weather, especially crossing about 105
kilometres of open water. Friend Betty Chanyi has
had large monarch roosts for many years and so the
Norfolk Field Naturalists often organize an outing,
hoping the fragile beauties will be there.
Although there was a wind warning in effect that day,
we enjoyed calm air as soon as we descended into
the glen. The day was cloudy, but the rain held off for
the morning. We hiked down a sometimes steep and
very rocky trail to the river’s edge, where we enjoyed
the view at Cripp’s Eddy.
Next we followed the river trail to an area called,
optimistically, Pebbly Beach, but the water level was
high enough to cover anything resembling a beach, to
the disappointment of some young people who were
hoping to fish for salmon in the river.
Returning to the top, the trail took us through large
boulders of limestone, rich in fossils, which had been
eroded into interesting shapes by the river as it
receded from this plateau. After lunch in the picnic
area, we drove a short distance down the parkway to
another trail that led us down to the whirlpool. Rain
was falling by this time, but the view of the whirlpool
surrounded by the colourful foliage of the glen was
worth the hike.
We headed for home and soon drove out of the rain,
although the wind continued and the day never did
warm up. We all agreed that this outing was worth
braving the weather, and thanked Alan for showing us
a side of the Falls that is very different from the
“tourist” area. Alan is willing to make this outing an
annual event, and maybe next year a few more
members can join in!
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When I was small, all I knew was that in autumn the
monarchs flew south and at least some returned in
the spring. Their wintering place in Mexico remained
a secret until in the 1970s. The wintering place of
monarchs migrating down the west coast was obvious
for many years; laws were enacted to protect them in
the California communities where large numbers
congregated. But the monarchs from the east
seemed simply to vanish.
There was no evidence to suggest that they
hibernated in any form either as
eggs, caterpillars, chrysalids or
adults, and individuals were seen
floating south of the United
States. Bird banding had yielded
some answers about larger
winged migrants so researchers
began "marking" butterflies with
light, numbered, wing tags.
Through this and careful
observation, their route was traced and some other
wintering sites close to the original discovery have
also been found.
It's now believed that almost all monarchs from the
east winter in a tiny area of central Mexico. Trees
there are sometimes coated with millions of resting
monarchs, shifting, rustling, occasionally drifting
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away. In the spring, they begin flying north. But the
over-wintering butterflies don't make it very far.
Instead, they lay eggs and the first brood is hatched
in the southern states. These produce the butterflies
that then move up the map in generations so it could
be that "our" butterflies are the great-great-grand
caterpillars of the generation that left Canada the
previous fall.
Mexican farmers did not realize their butterfly trees
were anything unusual. The surrounding forests are
still under seige even though the butterfly trees have
been protected since the early 1990s. I'm sure the
local people were surprised that anyone would travel
to see what they had taken for granted. But now,
there are concerns about disturbance by tourists.
California and Mexico
aren't the only places to
have butterfly "roosts."
But so far, all of these
are way-stations, not
wintering sites. Point
Pelee National Park
includes monarchs on its
migration hotline and
many places along the
shore of Lake Erie attract
large numbers of
butterflies on a fairly
regular, if temporary,
basis. The migration begins, usually in late August,
and continues into October, with the peak usually in
September. Their movements seem to correspond to
an average 24 hour temperature of about 16 degrees
celsius.
Butterflies usually travel at about 18 kilometres an
hour and can cover about 105 km in a day. So, the
flight across the lake is more than many can manage
and sometimes we find a flotsam of orange butterfly
wings washed ashore.
Always, many of the butterflies seem a little hesitant
when they reach the lake. Some strike out in direct
flight. Some fly high, others ride updrafts just above
the waves. By late afternoon, many of them begin
flying back to shore. Soon, a traffic jam of monarchs
begins to build and the willows by the cottage seem
covered with orange and black blossoms as the
insects settle for the night. From time to time, a few
float away like leaves and find less crowded resting
spots. In the morning, dew sparkles on the resting
Lotus - December 2011

monarchs. The butterflies spend some time warming
and drying themselves and then set off again on their
mysterious journey.
Monarchs are not the only insects that migrate. I've
seen dragonflies, wasps and several other kinds of
butterflies head boldly across the lake, apparently
guided by microchip
genetics still not well
understood.
We know that painted
lady butterflies also make
spectacular migrations.
Or rather, emigrations
since the greatest
concentrations seem to
occur in spring and have appeared to be a one way
event. The only butterflies with worldwide distribution,
their wandering ways between Europe and Africa
have been well documented. But, unlike monarchs,
they do not seem to have a central wintering site.
However, in the spring of 2009, huge numbers of
painted ladies showed up in Britain. Obviously, they
had hatched in Africa and flown back to Britain. The
migration and destination of painted ladies in North
America is less well documented.
Joining them are sulphur and mourning cloak
butterflies. It was once believed that both of these
butterflies overwintered here. And, in fact, some do,
coming out to flutter about on warmer days. Mourning
cloaks are one of the first insects seen in spring; they
feed on sap and windfall fruit rather than nectar and
are apparently able to manage lower temperatures.
But where the migrants of these species go remains a
mystery.
Beauty and mystery have always attracted us. One of
the first books I received about the natural world was
titled, "How Miracles Abound." Certainly, the fall
migration of these small and beautiful creatures is a
miracle. I find myself thankful that there are miracles,
still things we don't know much about. The monarch's
world offers a king's ransom of riches for those who
take the time to be aware of their presence and
passage.
There are now thousands of people across North
America who enter their sightings of monarchs online.
You can follow the progress of monarchs south by
going to www.learner.org/north/monarch/.
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Next Meetings
Tuesday, January 10, 2012

Tuesday, February 14, 2012

Movie: Waterlife - Five Great Lakes

The Secret (Sex) Life of Insects
Bernie Solymar, Entomophile

One Last Chance
NFN Meetings

Upcoming NFN Events
CHRISTMAS BIRD COUNTS
$5 PARTICIPANT FEE
(waived for BSC members)
Sun. Dec. 18
Woodhouse Count
(Simcoe area)
David Okines 519-586-9464
davidokines@aol.com
Sat. Dec 31
Fisherville Count
(Haldimand County)
Linda Thrower 905-774-1230
giantindians@3web.net

About the NFN

Norfolk Field Naturalist meetings are
held the second Tuesday of the
month from September to May. The
election of Directors takes place at
the September meeting.
Meetings take place at the Simcoe
Seniors Centre on Pond Street.
They are free and visitors are
always welcome. Doors open at
7:15pm; program begins at 7:30pm.

Sat. Jan 14 1pm - 3pm
Normandale Fish Culture
Station Tour
Shirley Rothery 519-586-9535
shirleyrothery@hotmail.com
Sun Jan. 22 2pm-6pm
Winter Birding in
Haldimand County
David or Audrey 519-586-9464
Aheagy@kwic.com

Sun. Feb 5 7:30pm
Owl Prowl at Hay Creek
Colleen Dale 519-512-0240
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Guest speakers present programs
on interesting and relevant natural
history and conservation topics.
Club members receive the Lotus
newsletter with articles on local
natural history and club activities. It
is published bi-monthly from
October to June by volunteer club
members. Copies of the Lotus are
available at meetings but will be
mailed (free of charge) to members
if not picked up. Articles published
in the Lotus reflect the views and
opinions of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect those of the
NFN. Visit the NFN website at:

Next issue of Lotus:
February 2012
Input cutoff date:
Wed. Feb. 1, 2012

Club Mailing Address

## 2012 Outings ##

Norfolk Field Naturalist members
participate in meetings and frequent
field outings, many of which are
family-friendly. Membership fees,
due in September, are $20Individual and
$30- Family;
donations are eligible for income
tax credits; Charitable Registration
#119058691.

Norfolk Field Naturalists
PO Box 995, Simcoe, ON
N3Y 5B3

www.norfolkfieldnaturalists.org

2011 - 2012 NFN Directors with Contact and Project Information
all 519President
Bernie Solymar
426-7124
solymar@nornet.on.ca
Vice-President
Tara Crewe
586-3531x163 crewe@bsc-eoc. org
Treasurer/Past President Audrey Heagy
586-9464 aheagy@bsc-eoc.org
Secretary
Colleen Dale
512-0240 cdale22@yahoo.ca
Membership
Diane Salter
586-7775 bigcreek@kwic.com
Field Events
(Acting) Audrey Heagy
586-9464 aheagy@bsc-eoc.org
Speaker Program (Acting) Bernie Solymar
426-7124 solymar@nornet.on.ca
Publicity
Inga Hinnerichsen 875-5601 daveinga@live.ca
Sanctuary/Natural Areas Peter Carson
586-3985 gartcar@kwic.com
Workshops
Shirley Rothery
586-9535 shirleyrothery@hotmail.com
Environment
(position currently vacant)
Director-at-large
Barb Hawke
586-8375 bhawke@kwic.com
Director-at-large
Alan Ladd
426-8504 doris.ladd@norfolkcounty.ca
Director-at-large
Rick Dowson
426-9774 mrrick@bellnet.ca
Director-at-large
(position currently vacant)
Honorary President: Al Robinson

Honorary Directors: Harry Barrett, Jim Harlow

Lotus Editor

Anne Davidson

582-4382

birdyanne@gmail.com

Butterfly Counts

Doug Timpf

586-9964

timpf@nornet.on.ca
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